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Abstract. Social integration and social support have a substantial influence on individual health and longevity, an effect assumed
to be mediated through reduced stress reactivity in support recipients. However, considerable variability in individual responses
to social support has been documented, suggesting that the beneficial effect of social support interacts with early experiences,
genetically influenced differences in biological systems mediating social behavior, personality traits, and psychopathology.
Here we outline the historical background of social support research, including epidemiological studies, laboratory studies,
and field studies on the subject of social support and health, with regard to different psychobiological effect or systems. Most
recent research has focused on central nervous system mechanisms which link social integration or social support with reduced
neural threat responses. As numerous mental disorders are associated with considerable social impairment, understanding the
potentially underlying mechanisms of neural plasticity in relation to social support, stress buffering and health in these disorders
can help tailor new diagnostic and treatment strategies. Thus, theories of socially-driven emotional learning and memory, as
presented in this review, might eventually lead to psychobiology-based treatment concepts for mental disorders involving social
deficits.
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1. Introduction22

Being integrated in close social relationships or per-23

ceiving that social support would be available in case24

of need has considerable consequences for an individ-25

ual’s health and even survival (Berkman et al., 2000;
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Holt-Lunstad et al., 2010; Seeman, 2000), with effect 26

sizes equaling or exceeding those of well-established 27

behavioral factors, such as smoking-cessation, sports, 28

or absenteeism from alcohol. Seeking rewarding social 29

interactions starts in early life and evolves into var- 30

ious forms of social attachment throughout the life 31

cycle (Ainsworth, 1991; Bowlby, 1969). New experi- 32

mental paradigms and technologies in human research 33

allow a more nuanced investigation of the molecu- 34

lar basis of the link between social integration, social 35

support and health. The fact that most mental disor- 36

ders are associated with considerable social deficits 37

make these research tools particularly well-suited for 38

new psychobiology-based diagnostic and treatment 39

strategies.
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2 B. Ditzen and M. Heinrichs / Psychobiology of social support

Here we begin by sketching the historical40

background of social support research, presenting41

epidemiological studies, laboratory studies, and field42

studies on the subject of social support and health.43

Then, we summarize more recent findings on the cen-44

tral nervous mechanisms of social support, which will45

lead to a psychobiological model. We assume that46

positive social interaction, namely social support, can47

activate comparable principles of emotional learning48

as have been established for fear-learning processes49

(Olsson & Phelps, 2007). Consequently, combining50

principles of learning and brain plasticity with those51

of social support, might help develop therapeutic tools52

for the treatment of various stress-related diseases and53

disorders with severe social deficits.54

2. Social support and health: Historical55

overview56

The foundations for theoretical research address-57

ing the association between social support and health58

and later on for the analysis of biological factors in59

the laboratory were laid in the 1960 s by epidemi-60

ological studies. Among other things, these studies61

demonstrated a greater quality of life in persons with at62

least one close confidante (Lowenthal & Haven, 1968)63

and a higher death rate of widowed persons (Parkes64

et al., 1969). In an overview lecture in 1976, Cassel65

summarized the influence of different social factors66

– including social support – on the immune capacity67

of people in modern Western societies. In the same68

year, in an overview article, Cobb (1976) specifically69

described the influence of social support on a diversity70

of health factors. These works were later followed by71

seminal epidemiological studies (for an overview, cf.72

Broadhead et al., 1983).73

In a first study comprising 4775 adults in Alameda74

County, California, Berkman & Syme (1979) found75

that social integration, measured according to mar-76

riage, contact with friends and family, membership of77

religious communities and other forms of formal and78

informal group membership, reduced relative mortality79

risk 9 years following the data collection by approxi-80

mately 50%. In another large epidemiological study81

(2754 participants) in Tecumseh, Michigan, House82

et al. (1982) reached the same conclusions and were83

additionally able to support their results by includ-84

ing several medical risk factors (e.g., blood pressure,85

cholesterol level) from a medical baseline examination86

as control variables. Finally, Schoenbach et al. (1986) 87

replicated these findings in a sample of 2059 persons in 88

Evans County, Georgia, taking into consideration age, 89

medical and self-reported health risk factors. 90

Studies in Scandinavia reached similar outcomes 91

(Kaplan et al., 1988; Orth-Gomer & Johnson, 1987; 92

Welin et al., 1985). Although several of the cited stud- 93

ies (House, et al., 1982; Orth-Gomer & Johnson, 1987; 94

Schoenbach, et al., 1986) suggest a lower protective 95

effect of social integration in women compared to men, 96

all of the studies – including the more recent ones (Her- 97

litz et al., 1998; Knox et al., 2000) – are unequivocal 98

in terms of their basic assertion: People who perceive 99

themselves to be socially integrated and supported lead 100

healthier, happier and longer lives – and conversely, 101

lonely people are faced with a clearly increased health 102

risk (Rozanski et al., 1999; Uchino et al., 1996). 103

Recently, in a meta-analytical analysis Holt-Lunstad 104

and colleagues (2010) compared the effects of these 105

and other studies with other well-established behav- 106

ioral health-promoting factors, such as physical 107

activity or reducing smoking or alcohol consumption. 108

Their analysis confirmed the above listed findings and, 109

strikingly, suggested that social integration and social 110

support had even stronger effects on longevitiy than 111

any of the other investigated factors. 112

3. Terms and definitions 113

In view of these results, it is helpful to keep the 114

central concepts in mind which define social support. 115

Over the years, social support has been more precisely 116

defined based on its effects, duration, structure, and 117

relationship with other health-relevant psychobiologi- 118

cal concepts. 119

3.1. Effects of social support on health vs. effects 120

of health on social support 121

The question arises of whether a) people in stable 122

relationships lead healthier lives than those who are 123

socially isolated or b) healthy people lead more socially 124

integrated lives than unhealthy people. Thus, although 125

the association has been repeatedly shown, its causality 126

is not yet understood. In favor of the first hypothe- 127

sis, there is extensive literature suggesting that social 128

support increases medication compliance (Institute of 129

Medicine Committee on Health and Behavior, 2001; 130

Levy, 1983). This effect might be indirectly mediated 131
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through the facilitation of health behavior in a regulated132

social context and the internalization of norms. On the133

other hand, the effect might also be regulated directly134

through the social control of health behavior (such as135

the threat of leaving one’s partner if he or she contin-136

ues to drink) (Umberson, 1987). However, Cohen et137

al. (1997) were able to demonstrate that besides health138

beneficial behavior per se, there must be a direct mech-139

anism that explains the positive influence of support140

on health (c.f. also Cacioppo et al., 2002; Pressman &141

Cohen, 2005).142

The second argument, the so-called “selection143

hypothesis”, assumes that rather than social relation-144

ships improving health, people who are already healthy145

are intrinsically more likely to enter into close and last-146

ing relationships and also more likely to be selected147

as attachment partners (for a discussion, see Burman148

& Margolin, 1992; Umberson, 1987). Epidemiological149

studies have attempted to control for this factor in base-150

line measurements (Berkman & Syme, 1979; House,151

et al., 1982), and the results speak more in favor of152

a direct influence of the social relationship on health153

than vice versa. However, the most methodologically154

sound way of controlling for the factors involved is to155

conduct a laboratory study in which the effects of acute156

social support on certain health-relevant parameters are157

examined in persons with comparable social relation-158

ships under standardized conditions. In the following,159

we will briefly describe some important conceptual160

distinctions inherent in this kind of support research,161

with the aim of enabling a better classification of the162

subsequent findings.163

3.2. Perceived support vs. received support164

In order to interpret the findings from support165

research in the laboratory and in the field, it is important166

to draw a distinction between two concepts: perceived167

support and received support. Perceived support is168

understood as a general expectation of being sup-169

ported, an expectation which remains relatively stable170

over several years (Sarason et al., 1986), and which171

has therefore been interpreted as part of the self-172

concept, i.e., as a personality trait (Sarason et al., 1990).173

Received support in contrast describes an intended and174

observable act of help (including all functional types175

which are outlined below) and is assessed by means of176

behavior observation and behavior coding (e.g., Pasch177

et al., 2004). Interestingly, perceived support appears178

to be only weakly connected to actual support receipt179

and also seems to be a much better predictor of health- 180

relevant outcomes than received support (e.g., Cohen 181

& Hoberman, 1983). 182

3.3. Visible support vs. invisible support 183

This discrepancy between self-evaluated general 184

support availability and actual support receipt has 185

stimulated intense discussions in research and, more 186

recently, led to a further distinction between types of 187

received social support: visible versus invisible social 188

support (Bolger et al., 2000; Shrout et al., 2006). Invis- 189

ible support is supposed to at least in part bridge the 190

gap between the two concepts because possible self- 191

diminishing aspects of receiving support disappear. 192

Invisible support can be provided in a way that the 193

recipient does not even realize that it is occurring 194

(e.g., helping in the household without one’s partner 195

noticing), or in a way that it might not be interpreted 196

as support in a narrower sense (e.g., when a friend 197

gives advice in an indirect way or in a context not 198

directly related to the stressful situation). Invisible sup- 199

port might therefore exert all of the positive effects 200

of visible support, while the negative effects (such as 201

the discrepancy between the support demanded and 202

provided) disappear. It might, thus, influence health 203

outcomes through a more indirect perception of being 204

supported, however to our knowledge this hypothe- 205

sis has not yet been tested with regard to biological 206

outcomes. 207

3.4. Functional differences 208

Finally, most studies on social support are based on 209

different functional aspects of support. In the beginning 210

of the 1990 s, Schwarzer & Leppin (1991) described 211

different kinds of support, such as instrumental support 212

(to assist with a problem), tangible support (to donate 213

goods), informational support (advice), or emotional 214

support (e.g., reassurance). In the same vein, more 215

recently Barrera & Ainlay (2006) distinguished direc- 216

tive guidance, non-directive support, positive social 217

interaction, and tangible assistance. Today, most social 218

support concepts subsume these different functional 219

aspects and distinguish at least two forms, namely 220

practical or instrumental support (i.e., help or guid- 221

ance) in contrast to psychological or emotional support 222

(appraisal or non-verbal supportive acts, such as hug- 223

ging or hand-holding; c.f., Reis, 1996).
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4. Social support as a “stress buffer”224

Stress is considered a principal cause for a series225

of health problems, irrespective of the physical system226

affected (Adler & Matthews, 1994; McEwen, 1998).227

Also, dysregulated stress systems have been related228

to a variety of mental disorders (Chrousos, 2009). By229

reducing overall stress levels, social support might230

therefore promote health in the long term (Cobb, 1976)231

and two possible mechanisms have been suggested232

to mediate the influence of social support on health:233

a main effect and a so-called buffer effect (Broad-234

head et al., 1983; Cohen, 1988; Cohen & Wills, 1985;235

Wheaton, 1985). The main effect of social support236

describes a direct positive effect of support on various237

health parameters irrespective of stressors. The buffer238

effect is understood as the reduction of negative effects239

of stress on health through social support. These two240

effects can be tested against one another – but they can241

also exist alongside one another without any difficulty.242

Thus, social support might indeed have a direct, posi-243

tive effect on physical systems and in addition alleviate244

the negative effects of stress.245

Studies measuring the effect of social support on246

biological parameters therefore share the methodol-247

ogy that participants are confronted with a stressor248

in order to enable main effects and buffer effects to249

be measured. Outcomes of autonomic nervous system250

activation, activation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-251

adrenal (HPA) axis or the immune system are then252

assessed as dependent variables in the laboratory or253

in the field.254

To our knowledge, the first laboratory study to look255

explicitly at the effect of social support on the psy-256

chobiological stress response was published almost257

50 years ago by Kissel (1965). Based on pre-ratings258

on “affiliation motivation”, Kissel examined 96 par-259

ticipants with high affiliation motivation and 96 with260

low affiliation motivation who were tested alone, with261

an unknown supporting person or with an acquainted262

supporting person. Participants were presented with263

several unsolvable tasks and state anxiety and palmar264

skin conductance (assessed in micromho, with elec-265

trodes taped to the first and third finger of the subject’s266

nondominand hand) were recorded as dependent stress267

markers. In general, social support was found to reduce268

skin conductance, and this finding was most apparent269

when the support provider was acquainted with the par-270

ticipant. Moreover, only these supporters were able to271

significantly reduce the participants’ anxiety.

In the following, we will review effects of social 272

support on cardiovascular, endocrine, and immune 273

parameters in controlled laboratory experiments and 274

in individuals’ everyday lives. 275

4.1. Social support and the autonomic nervous 276

system 277

Overall, self-reported perceived support has been 278

associated with reduced autonomic activation, e.g., 279

reduced norepinephrine (Fleming et al., 1982) or 280

epinephrine levels (Knox et al., 1985; Seeman et 281

al., 1994). Autonomic activation can also be non- 282

invasively assessed through indirect markers, such 283

as heart rate, blood pressure, or skin conductance, 284

although these measures do not necessarily correlate. 285

Consequently, most studies rely on parallel assess- 286

ments of different autonomic parameters in relation to 287

social support, among others Evans & Steptoe (2001), 288

who reported an association of social support at work 289

with heart rate, but not with blood pressure and cortisol 290

during the working day. 291

The first laboratory studies addressing the effect 292

of instructed social support on physiological systems 293

focused on cardiovascular parameters as indicators of 294

autonomic activation or stress. In general these studies 295

suggested reduced autonomic activation to stress when 296

another person was present (Kamarck et al., 1990), ide- 297

ally a woman (Glynn et al., 1999). This stress-buffering 298

effect was even pronounced when the participant knew 299

the supporting person well (eg. a close friend, Chris- 300

tenfeld et al., 1997; Edens et al., 1992; Uno et al., 301

2002). However, it is not only the relationship with 302

the supporting person that determines the reactivity of 303

the autonomic nervous system, but also the quality of 304

the interaction itself. For instance, positive support- 305

ive behavior reduced blood pressure and heart rate in 306

comparison to neutral or negative behavior (Gerin et 307

al., 1992; Lepore et al., 1993). In this respect, non- 308

evaluative support (e.g., the presence of one’s own pet) 309

appears to have the strongest effects (Allen et al., 2002; 310

1991). Overall, the more aversive or threatening the sit- 311

uation is, the more effective social support seems to be 312

(Kiecolt-Glaser & Greenberg, 1984; Lepore, 1995). 313

This association appears to be stronger for women 314

than for men (Linden et al., 1993), to apply more 315

strongly for contact with family members than for con- 316

tact with acquaintances or unknown persons (Spitzer 317

et al., 1992), and to be particularly visible under con- 318

ditions of stress (Karlin et al., 2003; Steptoe, 2000). 319
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Interestingly, giving support also seems to have a320

positive effect on autonomic parameters and on health,321

albeit through different mechanisms of action than322

receiving support: as Piferi & Lawler (2006) were able323

to show that providing support reduces stress reactiv-324

ity (systolic blood pressure) in everyday life through325

increased self-efficacy – receiving support showed a326

direct negative effect on stress.327

4.2. Social support and the hypothamalamic-328

pituitary-adrenal axis329

In order to examine the assumed buffer effect330

of social support on the biological stress response,331

endocrine mechanisms such as the activity of the HPA332

axis have been examined. In one of the first studies333

in this field, Kirschbaum et al. (1995) compared men334

and women in terms of their stress response to the335

“Trier Social Stress Test” (TSST: a standardized lab-336

oratory stress test, consisting of a mock job interview337

and a mental arithmetic task in front of an audience;338

Kirschbaum et al., 1993) and compared instructed339

social support provision from one’s own partner, sup-340

port by an unknown person and a no-support condition.341

In line with the results of the aferomentioned studies,342

they found that men benefited the most from support343

provided by their partner – while women did not ben-344

efit from the support of their partner at all. In our345

own studies, we were able to replicate these findings346

(Ditzen et al., 2007; Heinrichs et al., 2003). Men ben-347

efited from verbal support (Heinrichs, et al., 2003);348

however, women showed increased heart rate and cor-349

tisol levels to verbal social support provided by their350

partner (Ditzen, et al., 2007) and benefited more from351

standardized touch (neck-shoulder massage) without352

verbal support (see Fig. 1). These results are con-353

sistent with a notion that women benefit more from354

non-judgemental but nonverbal reassurance, such as355

hugs, touch or smiling, than from verbal instruction356

and advice.357

In line with this interaction between participant sex358

and response to social support, more recent data from359

Smith and colleagues (Smith et al., 2009) suggest an360

interaction effect of sex and closeness in the effects361

of social support on cortisol responses to the TSST.362

Whereas men in an experimentally induced “high363

closeness condition” with a stranger showed increased364

cortisol responses to receiving support, women showed365

no such effect and overall no cortisol changes during366

the experiment. In another, more recent, combination367

of laboratory and field studies, Taylor and colleagues 368

(2010) found the most pronounced cortisol responses 369

in both men and women to a supportive audience in 370

the TSST (as compared to a less supportive or no 371

audience). Daily general support levels did not mod- 372

erate this condition effect on cortisol stress responses; 373

however, high levels of daily social support appeared 374

to accelerate cortisol recovery in the non-supportive 375

audience condition. 376

In everyday life, results on the link between social 377

support and endocrine parameters are inconsistent, 378

with various studies showing no effects at home 379

(Luecken et al., 1997) or in the workplace (Evans & 380

Steptoe, 2001), or reduced daily cortisol (Evolahti et 381

al., 2006) or steeper declines in afternoon cortisol lev- 382

els (Karb et al., 2012) in those with higher levels of 383

perceived social support. 384

4.3. Social support and the immune system 385

A further mechanism that has been suggested for 386

explaining the association between social support and 387

health on the biological level is the immune system. 388

Various immune parameters have so far been investi- 389

gated in relation with social support, including natural 390

killer cell activity (NKA) as a relatively general first 391

stage of the cellular immune response, tumor necrosis 392

factor (TNF) levels and cytokine levels (e.g, IL1) as 393

markers of immune competence as well as the immune 394

status following vaccinations. To our knowledge, how- 395

ever, these links have not been tested under laboratory 396

stress conditions but in the field, meaning that per- 397

ceived social support rather than instructed received 398

support has been measured. 399

Studies investigating associations between social 400

support and immune system parameters will not be 401

covered here in detail, and the reader is referred 402

to review papers (DeVries et al., 2007; Karelina 403

& DeVries, 2011; Kiecolt-Glaser & Newton, 2001; 404

Spiegel & Sephton, 2001) for a comprehensive account 405

of the role of immune parameters in the beneficial 406

effects of social support. 407

Taken together, available data indicate a strong effect 408

of social support on health and suggest that this effect 409

might be mediated through stress buffering effects 410

on the level of the autonomic nervous system, the 411

HPA axis and the immune system. These biological 412

stress systems all share CNS mechanisms as their 413

basis and feedback regulator. Consequently, with more 414

recent techniques to monitor and pharmacologically 415
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Fig. 1. Mean salivary cortisol concentration (left) and mean heart rate (right) before, during (shaded area), and after a standardized psychosocial stressor (Trier Social Stress Test) in
women with no social interaction (n = 25), women with verbal social support by the partner (n = 22), and women with physical partner contact (neck and shoulder massage) (n = 20) during
a 10-min period prior to stress. Left Figure, Inset: The areas under the individual response curves with respect to increase (AUCI) aggregate the 7 measures of saliva hormone levels. Error
bars are standard errors of the mean (SEM). To convert cortisol from nmol/l to mg/dl, divide by 27.59. Right Figure, Inset: The areas under the individual response curves with respect to
increase (AUCI) aggregate the 20 measures of heart rate. Error bars are SEM. Adapted from Psychoneuroendocrinology, Vol. 32, Ditzen, B., Neumann, I. D., Bodenmann, G., von Dawans,
B., Turner, R., Ehlert, U. & Heinrichs, M. (2007), Effects of different kinds of marital interaction on cortisol and heart rate responses to stress in women, Pages 565-574, © 2007, with
permission from Elsevier.
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modulate CNS mechanisms relevant for social interac-416

tion, research has turned towards these mechanisms in417

relation to social support and their effects on biological418

stress systems.419

4.4. Social support and the central nervous system420

The CNS mechanisms supposed to modulate the421

effects of social support on biological stress responses422

consist of brain areas and neuronal mechanisms that423

on the one hand mediate social motivation – i.e., make424

social interaction more rewarding – and on the other425

hand mechanisms that decrease stress reactivity. As426

early as 1984, Mendoza & Barchas (1984) theorized427

that social integration should be linked to a survival428

advantage for the individual and, thus, lead to genetic429

selection of those individuals for whom social inter-430

action is directly rewarding. Indeed in female support431

providers it has recently been shown, that giving sup-432

port to the male partner (holding his hand while he433

received electric shocks) increased activation of the434

ventral striatum (VS), a reward-related region which is435

part of the mesolimbic dopaminergic system (Inagaki436

& Eisenberger, 2012). These results are in line with the437

above stated effects of giving support on autonomic438

stress levels (Piferi & Lawler, 2006) and suggest that439

these effects might be mediated through reward-related440

CNS mechanisms.441

With regard to the buffering hypothesis, a recent442

study found social support in everyday life to be related443

to reduced activity of the dorsal portion of the anterior444

cingulate cortex (dACC) and of Brodmann Area 8 in445

the dorsal superior frontal gyrus (Eisenberger et al.,446

2007) during a social rejection task. Based on these447

results the authors hypothesized that social support448

might have desensitized the dACC over time through449

the release of opioids, which then in turn could reduce450

stress responses triggered by the dACC. In line with451

this, Coan and colleagues (2006) showed that when an452

experimenter or the participant’s partner held the hand453

of female participants, thereby providing support, dur-454

ing the anticipation of threat, this reduced activation in455

brain regions including the ventral anterior cingulate456

cortex (vACC), the right dorsolateral prefrontal cor-457

tex (DLPC), the left caudate, superior colliculus, and458

posterior cingulate. The authors interpret these results459

as evidence of threat-reducing effects of hand-holding,460

particularly in the partner condition. As supposedly no461

physical hand-holding differences between the exper-462

imenter/partner conditions can explain the effects of463

partner hand-holding, these results are particularly 464

interesting in light of learned social support effects 465

within couples. They suggest that the closeness to the 466

support-provider might have driven these effects, an 467

effect which will be further discussed below. 468

The mere viewing of a photograph showing the 469

attachment figure can lead to increased activity in the 470

ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPC) and reduc- 471

tions in pain to standard heat pain stimuli (Eisenberger 472

et al., 2011). These results were interpreted in terms 473

of safety-inducing properties of the attachment figure. 474

The VMPC has been previously related to learning of 475

safety signals and with extinction of fear learning (eg. 476

Phelps et al., 2004; Schiller et al., 2008) and, intrigu- 477

ingly, is thought to reduce amygdala activation during 478

fear extinction (Quirk et al., 2006). Thus, the fact that 479

seeing pictures of an attachment (support) figure alone 480

can trigger VMPC activation during pain suggests that 481

social support might excert its effects in the CNS by 482

means of conditioned safety signals (see below), an 483

effect with high relevance for health. Research on 484

the neural underpinnings of empathy – an important 485

predictor of providing/acknowledging effective social 486

support – suggests that receiving painful stimulation 487

to the own hand or observing one’s partner receiving 488

painful stimulation to the hand both activate identi- 489

cal somatosensory (Bufalari et al., 2007), sensorimotor 490

(Avenanti et al., 2005) and affective components of the 491

pain matrix (anterior insula, AI, and anterior cingulate 492

cortex, ACC) (Singer et al., 2004, 2008). 493

In addition to these neuroanatomical and neu- 494

rofunctional findings, in recent years research has 495

increasingly focused on neuropeptides in the brain 496

and their role in the regulation of social behavior. 497

Besides the consistent data from animal studies show- 498

ing an involvement of the neuropeptides oxytocin and 499

vasopressin in social behavior, anxiety, and stress reg- 500

ulation (Insel, 2010; Young & Wang, 2004), there 501

is growing literature suggesting that these very same 502

mechanisms are involved in the regulation of human 503

sociality (Meyer-Lindenberg et al., 2011). Since it was 504

demonstrated that intranasally administered neuropep- 505

tides reach the brain (for vasopressin, see Born et al., 506

2002; with regard to oxytocin, see recent data from 507

Chang et al., 2012), several studies have investigated 508

the effects of oxytocin (and to a lesser extent of vaso- 509

pressin) intranasal administration on social behavior in 510

humans, including specifically when receiving social 511

support (Heinrichs et al., 2009). In an initial ran- 512

domized, double-blind study, Heinrichs et al. (2003) 513
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Fig. 2. Mean salivary free cortisol concentrations (±SEM) during psychosocial stress exposure (Trier Social Stress Test). Participants were
randomly assigned to receive intranasal oxytocin (24 IU) or placebo and either no social support or social support from their best friend before
stress. The shaded area indicates the period of the stress tasks (public speaking followed by mental arithmetic in front of a panel of evaluators).
Inset: The areas under the individual response curves (AUC) represent cumulative cortisol release (calculated by aggregating data from 8 saliva
sampling points) throughout the session. Significant interaction effects on cortisol were observed (social support by time effect, p < 0.001;
social support by oxytocin by time effect, p < 0.01). Figure modified from Biological Psychiatry, Vol. 54, Heinrichs, M., Baumgartner, T.,
Kirschbaum, C., & Ehlert, U. (2003), Social support and oxytocin interact to suppress cortisol and subjective responses to psychosocial stress,
Pages 1389-1398, with permission from © 2003 Society of Biological Psychiatry.

applied either oxytocin (24 IU) or placebo intranasally514

to male participants prior to their participation in the515

TSST. In order to measure possible associations with516

social support receipt, half of the participants were ran-517

domly selected to receive verbal support from their518

best friend, while the other half came to the experiment519

alone. As expected, social support led to a significantly520

lower endocrine (cortisol) and psychological stress521

response (anxiety, restlessness). Interestingly, how-522

ever, the combination of social support with increased523

central nervous oxytocin availability resulted in the524

lowest stress reactions: participants with both protec-525

tive factors showed the lowest cortisol stress reactions526

and the lowest anxiety and tension over the course of527

the stress test (see Fig. 2).528

This positive effect of the combination of social529

support with oxytocin seems to be mediated through530

reduced amygdala activation (cf. experiments on the531

cellular level: Huber et al., 2005), particularly dur-532

ing presentation of socially relevant stimuli (emotional533

faces) (Domes, Heinrichs, Glascher, et al., 2007;534

Kirsch et al., 2005). Overall, the modulation of social535

behavior by oxytocin has been confirmed in a large536

number of studies using different paradigms, e.g., trust537

behavior (Baumgartner et al., 2008; Kosfeld et al., 538

2005), cooperation (Rilling et al., 2012), couple inter- 539

action (Ditzen, Nater, et al., 2012; Ditzen et al., 2009), 540

and social cognition, namely empathic evaluation of 541

emotions (Domes, Heinrichs, Michel, et al., 2007; 542

Rodrigues et al., 2009). Also, most recent genetic data 543

suggest that polymorphisms in the oxytocin receptor 544

(OTR) gene modulate whether and how much individ- 545

uals benefit from social support receipt during stress 546

(Chen et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2010), from attachment 547

relationships in the face of trauma (Bradley et al., 2011; 548

Ditzen, Bradley, et al., 2012), or, in contrast, suffer 549

from depression and social anxiety in the context of 550

mothers’ history of recurrent major depressive disor- 551

der (Thompson et al., 2011) (for review, see Kumsta & 552

Heinrichs, 2013). 553

Thus in a recent study, Chen and colleagues (2011) 554

found that a common single nucleotide polymorphism 555

(rs53576) in the OTR gene in men interacted with the 556

effects of social support provided by a female supporter 557

on cortisol stress responses to the TSST. Only men 558

with with one or two copies of the G allele of rs53576 559

seemed to benefit more from social support (result- 560

ing in lower cortisol responses), compared with men 561
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Fig. 3. Interaction between genotype OTR SNP rs53576 (AA vs. G carriers) and social support on cortisol responses. Individuals with one or
two copies of the G allele of rs53576 showed lower cortisol responses to stress after social support, compared with individuals with the same
genotype receiving no social support. Figure depicts mean salivary cortisol levels before, during (shaded area), and after acute social stress in
individuals receiving social support or no social support. Error bars represent SEM. Inset: Bar graph of area under the response curves (AUC),
representing aggregated hormone levels through the six measurement points. Figure modified from Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences of the United States of America, Vol. 108, Chen, F. S., Kumsta, R., von Dawans, B., Monakhov, M., Ebstein, R. P., & Heinrichs, M.
(2011), Common oxytocin receptor gene (OXTR) polymorphism and social support interact to reduce stress in humans, Pages 19937–19942,
with permission from © 2011 the National Academy of Sciences USA.

with the same genotype receiving no social support562

(see Fig. 3).563

These genetic data also link the oxytocin system564

with with morphometric alterations of the hypothala-565

mus and amygdala (Furman et al., 2011; Inoue et al.,566

2010; Tost et al., 2010) as well as reward mechanisms567

in the brain, such as the dopamine system (Love et al.,568

2012).569

5. Social support in psychiatric disease:570

disturbances in social cognition571

Most psychopathology is, at least in some part,572

associated with impaired social functioning (Ameri-573

can Psychiatric Association, 2000). More specifically,574

some mental disorders are explicitly based on impaired575

social cognition, e.g., autism spectrum disorders or576

social phobia. Whereas social support in general is577

associated with stress buffering and thereby might578

ameliorate suffering from psychiatric disease, indi-579

viduals affected with impaired social cognition might580

not benefit from the support provided. The fact581

that precisely those disorders which are related to582

impaired social cognition have recently been related583

to altered oxytocin functioning, might suggest neu- 584

ropharmacological treatment options in the long term 585

(Meyer-Lindenberg, et al., 2011) and, thus, help trans- 586

late results from neuroscience into clinical practice. 587

6. Bridging the gap: Social support, learning 588

and brain plasticity 589

Social aspects of fear learning have received con- 590

siderable scientific interest (Olsson, 2011; Olsson & 591

Phelps, 2007), and there is abundant data suggesting 592

amygdala-centered social fear learning by observing 593

others. The ability to appropriately respond to fear sig- 594

nals in our environment is essential for survival, and 595

social learning of these signals is thus highly adaptive. 596

We do however not only communicate about fear- 597

provoking signals or learn to react with adequate fear 598

due to classical conditioning, but also about safety 599

from harm. Whereas research on CNS mechanisms 600

mediating social aspects of safety signaling is to date 601

relatively limited, the available data suggest that the 602

same amygdala-driven processes implicated in fear 603

learning might also be involved in the processing of 604

safety signals. In line with this, reduced threat-related 605
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neural activity (i.e., amygdala activation) has been606

found to affect social interaction and social support, or607

the mere activation of attachment/support related emo-608

tional concepts (as, for example, by viewing pictures of609

a loved one). Also, as outlined above, neuroendocrine610

studies suggest specific involvement of neuropeptides611

(most prominently oxytocin) in stress-buffering on the612

CNS level. We here argue that, in parallel to social fear613

learning, humans are prone to social safety learning,614

and that these processes can be enhanced through con-615

sistent and repeated experiences of social support from616

early childhood on. Furthermore, the above-mentioned617

polymorphisms of the oxytocin receptor gene may618

influence the efficacy of social support by influencing619

the reward value of social interaction early in devel-620

opment. Children who find social interaction more621

rewarding may be more likely to form positive asso-622

ciations with the experience of seeking social support;623

later in life, the cumulative effects of these experiences624

may manifest themselves as differential tendencies to625

seek and benefit from social support. All forms of626

social support which were mentioned before might be627

involved in this process. Whereas repeatedly received628

support would be expected to modulate stable support629

expectancies and overall support perceptions, invisible630

support might at the same time increase an individ-631

ual’s sense of competency in coping with different632

stressors. As one of cognitive behavioral therapy’s633

(CBT) principles is to provide support in motivation634

and behavior change (Lambert, 2013), several CBT635

components might be suited to establish and condition636

social support experiences as learned safety signals.637

In patients suffering from psychopathology associated638

with impaired social cognition, however, social sup-639

port and psychotherapy alone might not be sufficient to640

modulate these hypothesized effects. In these patients,641

results from neuroendocrine studies support a model in642

which pharmacological manipulation of neuropeptide643

availability might improve social cognition and could,644

thus, help them to benefit from supportive or social645

interaction-based interventions (Meyer-Lindenberg, et646

al., 2011).647

7. Summary648

The positive effect of social support on health has649

been well documented for several decades now. Lab-650

oratory studies conducted since the beginning of the651

1990 s suggest that social support, besides it’s effects652

on health behavior, exerts a direct effect on physical 653

systems, but also acts as a buffer, especially under 654

conditions of stress. Under stress, non-evaluative sup- 655

port in particular seems to have a positive influence 656

on the response of the autonomic nervous system, 657

the HPA axis, and the immune system. In the last 658

few years, these effects have been investigated using 659

imaging and neuroendocrine methods directly at the 660

level of the CNS, and it has been shown that social 661

integration and social support are associated with 662

reward-relevant and anxiety-reducing structures and 663

transmitter systems. These systems can, in turn, effec- 664

tively reduce biological stress reactivity. Thus, the 665

results of the studies presented here from epidemiolog- 666

ical research, laboratory and field research on various 667

biological stress parameters, and brain imaging or neu- 668

roendocrine research, complement one another very 669

clearly. These data are in line with a model in which 670

social integration and repeated social support experi- 671

ences are interpreted as safety signals which modulate 672

threat processing in the CNS and the body. The trans- 673

lation of these findings into clinical applications will, 674

thus, improve individual health by helping to tailor new 675

diagnostic and treatment strategies for stress-related 676

disorders and mental disorders with social deficits 677

(e.g., social anxiety disorder, borderline personality 678

disorder). 679
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